
Tetris 
 

Inputs 
 

▪ The player can execute these special inputs on the minigame: 

➢ Horizontal swipe (quick horizontal slide with the finger) 

o float minDeltaToSwipeHor = Touch.deltaPosition.x minimum to validate the 

horizontal swipe input. 

 

➢ Downward swipe (quick downward slide with the finger) 

o float minDeltaToSwipeDown = Touch.deltaPosition.y minimum to validate the 

downward swipe input. 

 

 

Grid  
 

▪ The minigame scene is delimited by a grid. 

o int gridWidth = number of cells which composed the grid’s width. 

o int gridHeight = number of cells which composed the grid’s height. 

 

▪ A cell represents 1 unity. 

 

 

Shapes 
 

Generalities 
 

▪ Each shape is an empty GameObject with 4 boxes as children. 

 

World coordinates of the 

grid’s cells 



▪ The boxes’ size is 1 unity (same size than the grid’s cells). 

 

Spawn 
 

▪ If it’s the first spawn of the minigame, two shapes are randomly picked among the pool, the 

first is spawned) and the second is previewed (cf. below). 

▪ List<GameObject> allShapes = pool of the shapes’ GameObject. 

▪ Transform spawnerPos = GameObject ‘s position where the shapes spawn. 

 

▪ The previewed shape is visible on the screen. 

o Transform previewPos = location of the previewed shape. 

 

▪ For all the other spawns, the previewed shape is spawned and a new shape is picked and 

previewed. 

 

▪ At the beginning of the minigame, all the shapes have the same probability to be picked 

(their coefficient is equal to 1). 

 

▪ When a shape isn’t picked, its coefficient (and so does its spawning probability) increases for 

the next one. 

▪ float increasedProbability = increase of the coefficient each time a shape isn’t picked. 

 

 

▪ The spawned shapes’ rotation is always (0,0,0). 

 

▪ The spawned shape stays stationary for a few seconds. 

3 spawns example with 4 shapes and an increasedProbability of 0.1 



▪ float timeBeforeFall = duration of the stationary state. 

 

▪ If the player uses the horizontal swipe input (cf. Inputs) during this time (float 

timeBeforeFall), the shape is deleted, the previewed shape is spawned and a new shape is 

picked and previewed. 

 

▪ If the player taps on the screen during this time (float timeBeforeFall), the shape begins to 

fall (cf. Fall). 

 

▪ After this time (float timeBeforeFall), if the shape is still stationary, it begins to fall (cf. Fall). 

 

 

Lateral movement  
 

▪ On the X-axis, the shape can move between 0 and the grid’s width (int gridWidth).  

 

▪ The shape’s movement is represented by a right or left translation of 1 unity.  

 

 

▪ To move the shape, the player has to slide his finger on the right or on the left. 

 

▪ The finger has to slide by a minimum distance before moving the shape. 

▪ float minDistToMove = distance minimum between the finger x-position and the touch x-

position to move the shape by 1 unity. The touch x-position is set to the finger x-position 

each time the shape moves (the player doesn’t have to retouch the screen to move the 

shape again).  

 

 

 

 

World coordinates of the shape 



Falling 
 

▪ On the Y-axis, the shape can move between the grid’s height (int gridHeight) and the last cell 

under its boxes which is not occupied by a landed shape’s one (or 0 if there’s no landed 

shape). 

 

 

 

▪ The shape’s fall is represented by a down translation of 1 unity periodically. 

▪ float slowFallingSpeed = time between two slow down translations.  

 

▪ The time between two falls (float timeBetweenFall) can be increased during the game.  

 

▪ The player can increase the falling speed by using the downward slide input (cf. Inputs). 

▪ float quickFallingSpeed = time between two quick down translations.   

 

Rotation 
 

▪ The rotation is allowed only if the shape is falling (not if it’s stationary or landing). 

 

▪ All the shapes can rotate, except the square. 

▪ bool canRotate = can the shape rotate?  

 

▪ Within the rotating shapes, some of them can rotate totally, and some has a limited rotation. 

▪ bool limitedRotation = does the shape is rotation-limited? 

 

▪ When the player released his finger from the screen, if the distance between the finger 

position and the touch position is less than a variable (cf. below), the rotation input is 

validated. 

▪ float maxDistToRotate = distance maximum between the finger position and the touch 

position to validate the rotation input. 

 

▪ The shape’s boxes must have the space to rotate to validate the rotation input (after the 

rotation, all its boxes must be inside the grid’s bounds). 



 

 

▪ If the shape has no limited rotation, it’s rotate by -90 on the z-axis each time the rotation 

input is validated. 

 

▪ If the shape is rotation-limited, its rotation on the z-axis toggles between 0 and -90 each time 

the rotation input is validated. 

 

 

Projection 
 

▪ The projection is a copy of the active shape which shows to the player where and how it will 

land with its current location and rotation. 

 

 

 

▪ The projection is visible as long as the shape is falling. 

The shape doesn’t rotate because there is 

no space on the left for all its boxes. 

The shape rotates because there is space 

on the left for all its boxes. 



Landing 
 

▪ A shape is considered as “landed” when one of its boxes reaches the bottom bounds of the 

grid or touches one of a landed shape. 

 

▪ The shape can no longer rotate after its landing. 

 

▪ The shape can still move laterally for a few more seconds after its landing. 

▪ float timeToMoveOnLanded = duration during which the player can still move the 

shape laterally after its landing. 

 

▪ After this time (float timeToMoveOnLanded), the current shape can no longer receives 

imputs from the player, and a new spawn is called (cf. Spawn). 

 

 

 

End game 
 

 

 

 

Scoring 
 

 

 

 


